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GENETICALLY MODIFIED CROPS FREE AREAS REPEAL BILL 2015 
Second Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural) [5.13 pm]: Before I continue my remarks on the Genetically Modified 
Crops Free Areas Repeal Bill, can I make the point that the Minister for Planning has been stealing the show 
today. The minister has certainly spent a lot of time on her feet. I hope I can emulate her and spend some time on 
my feet today to further explain to the house the very serious matter of the ceding to the Office of the Gene 
Technology Regulator in Canberra the right of the Minister for Agriculture and Food to make decisions that are 
in the best interests of all Western Australians. For the benefit of members who were not in the house during my 
earlier contribution, I made the point of asking members who that person was, and no-one was able to tell me. 
I think that is a bad decision. I have said that previously, and I will not go over that old ground again. 

Before the debate was interrupted for question time, I was quoting from some information that had come to me 
and that dates back to 6 October 2009. It refers to the risks to current and potential grain markets from 
GM contamination. It refers also to the fact that because of the commercial production of genetically modified 
canola, and also cotton, Western Australia is no longer a GM-free state. The production of GM cotton was not to 
the same extent as the production of GM canola, because the GM cotton was allowed to be grown only in the 
Ord River irrigation area. As I have detailed to members, I am of the understanding that about 800 hectares of 
GM cotton was grown, for about one year, and it was not grown again. I presume that is because the crop did not 
do particularly well or was not agronomically or economically viable in the Ord. I will put that to one side for 
the moment. However, we are focusing on two crops in Western Australia that have been given an exemption. 
I particularly want to focus today on my electorate of the Agricultural Region and the threat to grain markets 
from the fact that genetically modified crops are now being grown in Western Australia as a consequence of 
decisions made by this government. 
For the benefit of those who were not in the house earlier, it was claimed in 2009 in a press release from 
Mick Murray, the shadow Minister for Agriculture, that — 

Victorian farmers growing genetically modified canola have failed to find buyers for their crops and 
Western Australia farmers may soon find themselves in the same position … 
Mr Murray said Victoria lifted its ban on GM crops in November 2007 but GM canola farmers were 
told last week at a Victorian Farmers Federation grain marketing meeting that there was no market for 
their crop. 

That was the case in 2007. I understand that we have been able to find markets for genetically modified canola 
out of Western Australia. However, we do that at a significant discount to the price for conventionally grown 
canola, and at a massive discount to the price for crops grown organically in Western Australia. 
The press release continues — 

“If the GM canola crop is deemed suitable for Western Australian conditions and farmers begin to grow 
it, they may face the same rebuff from grain buyers,” Mr Murray said. 

That has certainly proved to be the case. Over the last year or so, the discount for GM crops, and the premium 
for conventional crops, has continued to increase. I remember that recently, the price was as high as $78 a tonne. 
That is a significant discount to what the market is calling for. The reason for that discount is because consumers 
are voting with their feet. They are prepared to pay a premium price for what in their mind is a premium product. 
Even though GM food is declared safe, especially by the pro-GM lobby, consumers remain unconvinced. 
Consumers are still choosing to pay a premium for organic and conventionally produced foods, and that is 
reflected in the market price. Of course  Liberal and National Party members are students of the free market, and 
I think there is some merit in that. It is all about supply and demand. There is less demand for genetically 
modified canola than there is for conventionally grown canola. That is an important point to remember in this 
debate. That gap is continuing to increase. The premium is continuing to increase, and the discount is continuing 
to increase. The price of GM canola relative to the price of conventional canola is continuing to fall. That is the 
reason that I believe farmers will start to drift away from genetically modified crops. 
Hon Jim Chown made some extraordinary statements about how GM crops are more profitable, yields are higher 
and the oil levels are greater. However, he is unable to back that up with any substantive claims, any scientific 
trial data, and any research that says that is the case. A trial that was conducted in Belgium said that yield was up 
by 27 per cent and profit was up by 65 per cent. However, that certainly has not been proved in 
Western Australia. Should that be proved in Western Australia beyond any doubt, and should it be widely known 
among the scientific community, the agricultural community and the sector that there was a 27 per cent increase 
in yield—which means a 27 per cent increase in productivity, which of course we all want—and that GM was 
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more profitable, I think we would find that the community would have a different view about genetically 
modified foods. However, that has not been proved, and they do not. There is no evidence anywhere from trial 
work that has been done in Western Australia that there is an increase in yield and profitability from GM crops. 
I know as a member of the agricultural sector and as a farmer that growers are growing genetically modified 
crops mainly to control and manage weeds. I talked earlier today about the prospect of super weeds and about 
the need to have an overarching strategy in Western Australia for the use of glyphosate so that we do not develop 
glyphosate resistance. The World Health Organization has also raised safety concerns about the potential for 
glyphosate to be a carcinogen. That is a concern when we spray Roundup onto crops that may be eaten by 
humans. 
That is a debate for another day. What we are talking about today is the decision by the government to cede to 
Canberra decision-making about GM crops. I have mentioned correspondence that I have received on Twitter 
and through messages on my phone. Since I got up earlier, I have received another six messages in support of the 
position that we are taking on the repeal of the Genetically Modified Crops Free Areas Act. The people of 
Western Australia believe that if they elect members to Parliament, those members will carry out their wishes. 
The people of Western Australia do not elect the bureaucrats in the Office of the Gene Technology Regulator in 
Canberra. No-one has the opportunity to elect those people. If decisions are made in Western Australia that are 
deemed to be not in the best interests of Western Australia, voters will have their say every four years. That is 
a very important point to make. It is not a popular decision that the government is taking and I hope the voters at 
the next election will take their frustrations out upon this very poor government. There are many reasons why 
voters might seek to remove this government from office, and I think this may be one of them. 
I have mentioned the Marsh–Baxter case and the contamination of an organic farm. I refer now to a press release 
by Mick Murray from as long ago as 2009, which reads — 

New organic food standards highlight contamination concerns 
The Barnett Government must ensure organic farmers are compensated if their produce is contaminated 
by GM crops, Shadow Agriculture Minister Mick Murray said today. 
Mr Murray welcomed Standards Australia’s announcement of its new organic food standard but was 
concerned organic farmers would not be protected from the effects of contamination. 

Mr Murray’s fears proved to be right. It continues — 
“The new organic food standard will simplify the process for certifying produce as organic and will 
reduce the competition farmers face from those producers who attempt to pass their foods as organic. 

I think that is a very fair and valid point, and it comes back to one of the central arguments I will make about 
retaining this act. Governments need to be very careful about informing consumers about the foods they are 
eating. In the case of organically produced food in particular, consumers can quite readily see on packaging that 
the produce is organic. It is often found in the organic section of the supermarket or shop. They can go to 
farmers’ markets and see certification that the food actually is, as stated, organic and that it has gone through the 
rigorous process of organic certification that the label says it has. 
The same is not the case for genetically modified food, and it is very, very difficult for consumers to look at 
a label and determine whether there actually is genetically modified content in that food. This is to the point 
where we could have almost a one per cent tolerance. Food can contain up to 0.9 per cent genetically modified 
material and still not have to be labelled that it contains genetically modified material. That is quite a high 
percentage. It is more than the allowance made for a small amount of seed being in a combine harvester, or 
a small amount of seed being in a truck that has not been cleaned out properly, or in a supply chain somewhere 
along the line. I believe that is a deliberate attempt to allow the introduction of GM soy oil, for instance, into 
Australian food because it is a cheaper option and is not fully labelled. 
I do not think that is too much for consumers to ask. I come back to the point that I made earlier. If, as the 
industry says, genetically modified foods are as safe as we are led to believe, why not label that the product 
contains genetically modified material on the jar, can or bottle? I think that is an important piece of information 
for consumers to have, and they certainly have access to that information in other parts of the world. Rather than 
ceding our responsibilities, let us step up to the plate and work together on potential ways of labelling food to 
give consumers a choice. Consumers would be more comfortable in that knowledge. It just may be that the 
community at large—certainly the Labor Party membership—might be more convinced that the production of 
these foods is in the state’s interest. But while there remains this veil of secrecy over labelling and exactly what 
is contained in food products, I can understand community cynicism and scepticism if the information that the 
public seeks is not readily at hand. There are many growers who like the idea of growing genetically modified 
crops but certainly do not like the idea of eating them. 
Hon Phil Edman: Does it taste any different? 
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Hon DARREN WEST: That is not a question I can answer, because I go out of my way to try to avoid eating 
genetically modified food, so I cannot really answer that. Hon Phil Edman will have to find someone who has sat 
down and eaten both and is able to give him a more scientific explanation. I am unable to answer 
Hon Phil Edman’s question. 
Actually, now that he has raised that point, I learnt something about Hon Phil Edman last night that I am very, 
very pleased to inform the house about. Hon Phil Edman is actually now a fellow farmer. He has bought some 
land in the Agricultural Region and is a bona fide farmer, so welcome to the farming fraternity, Hon Phil Edman. 
I note that when I was chatting to Hon Phil Edman at the conclusion of proceedings last night, I saw some photos 
of a very productive and fertile farm. Hon Phil Edman showed me pictures of his tractor and his silos, and all 
those genuine things we have on farms. What I did not notice was pictures of any genetically modified canola, so 
perhaps he and I are in agreement on this—that maybe there are better ways. If he were such a supporter of 
genetically modified foods, I would expect that at the first opportunity he would put aside maybe 20 hectares 
somewhere and we might have had a little paddock of genetically modified canola, but we have not had that yet, 
so maybe next year. I was very enlightened by that information and delighted that we can sit around from time to 
time now and talk about matters farming. I think it is fantastic that Hon Phil Edman has chosen to get involved in 
that industry, and good on him. I hope it works out well for him, that it is everything he hopes it will be, and that 
he has many fine bonfires and times with his kids out on the farm, because it certainly is a good way to bring up 
a family and live, but I digress. 
Hon Ken Travers: Are you offering him lessons? You could have a centre of excellence! 
Hon DARREN WEST: I offered personal advice and my two bob’s worth to Hon Phil Edman on a couple of 
issues last night. If he chooses to take that advice, that is certainly a matter for him. But it is great to see people 
from the city moving out and having a bit of a taste of country life. I would encourage anyone who has the time 
to pop out one day with Hon Phil Edman or give me a call and have a look around at what we do in the 
Agricultural Region. 

Point of Order 
Hon NICK GOIRAN: The point of order is on relevance. Might I say that we are happy to entertain a little 
leeway from the honourable member, but this is far beyond that and over the top. We have had a great 
dissertation on my colleague Hon Phil Edman and his farming exploits. Interesting as that is, maybe a few 
seconds’ worth might be tolerable, but with all due respect, I think the honourable member has gone far beyond 
that. 
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, members! There is a point of order before the Chair. It is not an 
opportunity for open debate on the issue. I do not believe there is a point of order in this instance; however, I will 
remind the honourable member about the standing order in relation to relevance. 

Debate Resumed 
Hon DARREN WEST: Yes, you are quite right, Madam Deputy President; I did digress. I was responding to 
the interjection, and that is about all I had to say about that. I have some more relevant information before me. 
I was talking about food labelling and standards before we talked about Hon Phil Edman’s farm, and the fact that 
organic labelling is very clear, concise, easy to identify and easy to understand, and the obscurity of labelling 
between genetically modified foods and conventional foods. I think it is a very important point to make about 
this whole debate. By ceding decisions on labelling matters away from the elected Minister for 
Agriculture and Food to the Office of the Gene Technology Regulator in Canberra, we are removing ourselves 
from participating in decisions around whether Western Australia should have a stringent labelling regime for 
genetically modified food and conventional food and, for that matter, organic food. I think we all accept that 
organic foods are adequately and well labelled so that consumers are able to make informed choices when they 
push their trolleys down the aisle or go to the local farmers’ market or whatever the case may be. I think 
everyone in the house would agree with me that the same cannot be said for consumers making the choice 
between genetically modified food and conventionally produced food. I think that is a shame, because there is 
clearly a price differential in other parts of the world. Why do we not enable foods that do not contain genetically 
modified material to be sold at a premium?  
We are shutting that premium out of the local market. Clearly in other parts of the world there is a premium, but 
we are shutting local producers out of that premium for local markets because consumers cannot make that 
informed choice. We need to have more of a debate about labelling than whether we throw our hands in the air, 
absolve ourselves of all responsibility and allow the Office of the Gene Technology Regulator to have these 
discussions on our behalf. We all know that when decisions are made in Canberra they are not always in the best 
interests of Western Australia. 
Hon Michael Mischin: The member has said that several times already. 
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Hon DARREN WEST: We know that. I will not go into all those examples again even though I am quite happy 
to because many people in this house today were not here yesterday when I touched on that briefly, minister. 
I am doing my best to inform members of the house to vote against the Genetically Modified Crops Free Areas 
Repeal Bill 2015 so that we can retain this important piece of legislation. 
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, members! There are far too many interjections and private discussions 
happening in the chamber, which will create a problem for Hansard. I remind members that only one person has 
the call, and that is Hon Darren West. 
Hon DARREN WEST: The media statement goes on — 

“Consumers will be able to make a clear choice between organic and non-organic products.” 
Mr Murray said the move by Standards Australia highlighted the concerns of the organic farming 
community about the Barnett Government’s decision to lift a longstanding ban on GM canola crops. 
“Products cannot contain GM material if they are to comply with the organic standard,” … 

In other words, in Western Australia organic foods have a zero tolerance to genetically modified foods, but 
conventional foods do not have that zero tolerance. As I informed the house earlier, this is closing the 
conventional market out of that premium that growers are prepared to pay. The statement continues — 

“This is good news for customers who will be able to exercise their choice at the checkout.” 
I come back to this point that as food producers, consumers are our ultimate customers. In the majority of cases 
the ultimate consumer of our product is often a woman who is pushing the trolley and doing the weekly shopping 
for the family. Research has shown that women are more concerned and less convinced about eating genetically 
modified food than men. It is very important point to make that generally speaking — 
Hon Sue Ellery: Women are smarter than men. 
Hon DARREN WEST: Far be it for me to contradict that statement. It is true — 
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, members! I believe there was a point of order on relevance and perhaps 
we should apply that same consideration to the interjections. 
Hon DARREN WEST: The statement continues — 

Mr Murray said organic farmers were concerned at the potential for contamination of their crops with 
GM material.” 

That has certainly played out over the subsequent years since October 2009. We all know about that now. I will 
continue — 

“Minister for Agriculture Terry Redman has made no effort to establish a legal framework or 
compensation scheme for organic farmers whose crops are contaminated,” he said. 

Bearing in mind this was before the unfortunate contamination in Kojonup that caused two lifelong friends to 
end up in court. The statement continues — 

“The Minister must now ensure that organic farmers who have crops contaminated with GM and face 
the loss of their organic food standard certification are compensated.” 
Mr Murray said the organic food standard would also exclude any animal products that had been fed 
with non-organic feed. 

They are some very prophetic words. All of this research that I have dug back and found from subsequent years 
back to 2008 and 2009 has certainly proved that to be the case. If only the government of the day had listened. 
The sad part about all this is that the government of the day is still not listening. No matter how much we debate 
this matter, I do not think the government of the day will listen. Perhaps by the end of my contribution the case 
will have been made sufficiently for the government to listen to some of the points put forward. Here is 
a concept for members opposite: over the course of this debate, which could go on for a few more days yet, they 
should consult their community. Perhaps they should get in touch with people in their community to see what 
they say about their preference for or distaste of genetically modified crops, if they are as convinced about the 
value of genetically modified crops as the government is and if decisions about those crops should be made 
outside of Western Australia in Canberra. 
Hon Michael Mischin: In Canberra, yes. 
Hon DARREN WEST: That is right. That is the capital of Australia. 
Hon Michael Mischin: Sometimes they make decisions in our best interest. 
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Hon DARREN WEST: In Canberra; absolutely. During 2012, we had a change of shadow Minister for 
Agriculture and Food. Prior to the 2013 election, Paul Papalia was the then shadow Minister for Agriculture and 
Food and also the shadow Minister for Education. I worked a lot with Paul Papalia back then when I was not 
a member of Parliament. Paul Papalia grew up in a dairy farming family down near Bunbury and had 
a reasonable knowledge of agriculture and the farming industry, but was certainly keen to learn about the 
benefits and pitfalls of rushing headlong into genetically modified crops. It was fair to say that at that time 
Paul Papalia had an open mind as to the best way forward with genetically modified crops. He certainly 
consulted with pro-GM and anti-GM advocates. He did a lot research. We spent a bit of time in the wheatbelt 
driving around and talking to stakeholders in the industry and learning what they thought was important in this 
debate. It is fair to say that Paul Papalia came to a similar conclusion to mine: yes, there are some benefits to 
farmers in growing genetically modified crops but when we lift our eyes and look a little further there are 
certainly some considerations worthy of taking into account. This government has failed to do that. In May 2012, 
Paul Papalia put out a press release asking the government to come clean on genetically modified crops entering 
the WA food chain and he also asked some questions in Parliament. The press release states — 

The Barnett Government was unable to say whether GM canola grown under its own trial had entered 
the WA human food chain via local dairy, meat and poultry products, Shadow Minister for Agriculture 
and Food Paul Papalia said today. 
In answers to questions in Parliament yesterday, Agriculture and Food Minister Terry Redman— 

Who is now the former Minister for Agriculture and Food — 
claimed he had no idea — 

That happens fairly often — 
what happened after his Government’s GM canola was sold to a local processor Riverland Oilseeds in 
Pinjarra. 

A trial was carried out, the GM canola was sold to a processor, Riverland Oilseeds in Pinjarra, and the minister 
had absolutely no idea what happened to that genetically modified material. The press release continues — 

“GM canola grown under the Barnett Government trials was rejected entirely by export markets so had 
to be sold to Riverland Oilseeds,” Mr Papalia said. 

That was an interesting development. No export market wanted to try that seed so it was sold to 
Riverland Oilseeds. The press release continues — 

“The Minister was unable to say whether Riverland sold canola meal produced from the seed into the 
WA animal feed market. 

The minister, who opened the door for the introduction of genetically modified crops in Western Australia, as 
recently as 2012 was unable to tell the Parliament what had happened to the genetically modified material that 
had been produced under the first trial. That is extraordinary because would one not think that the minister, with 
some level of oversight on a very contentious community issue, should be the one to go out on a limb and 
allow — 
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, members! There are too many private conversations occurring in the 
chamber. It is making it very difficult for Hansard to record the debate. 
Hon DARREN WEST: It does make it difficult to concentrate when there is constant talking around the 
chamber. I was at the point at which I thought it was extraordinary that the Minister for Agriculture and Food of 
the day, who had oversight of the introduction of genetically modified crops into WA, approved a trial that went 
ahead. I would have thought that a responsible minister would have had someone keeping a very close eye on 
what happened to that material—whether it needed to be destroyed and whether it was crushed to see what the 
oil content was. I would have thought that there would have been some very close monitoring of what happened 
to the meal and the oil from that crushing process and that the minister would have had some clue about where 
that material would end up, but it appears that this minister was asleep at the wheel. Maybe that is why he is not 
the Minister for Agriculture and Food anymore. If the minister could not keep an eye on one small trial volume 
of genetically modified material, what hope would he have of monitoring stewardship agreements between 
Monsanto and growers when a crop was produced commercially? There would be a need to monitor glyphosate 
use, contamination and segregations within the supply chain. If the minister of the day was unable to keep tabs 
on one small trial, it begs the question: how could we grow this crop successfully across the agricultural regions 
of Western Australia with 100 per cent assurance that there would be no issues of contamination or matters of 
concern for the wider community? Of course, those guarantees have not been given, and they have not been met. 
It was impossible because the poor old former minister was unable to keep tabs on even a small amount of 
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genetically modified grain and was totally inept at overseeing the introduction of these crops. The press release 
states — 

“If Mr Redman or Mr Barnett want to feed their children GM food products, that is entirely their 
decision and completely within their rights. 

I totally agree with that statement. I come back to the point of consumer choice: let consumers make free and 
informed choices about genetically modified food products. The press release continues — 

“However they have no right to force other Western Australian parents to do the same. 
“Western Australians should be told if GM canola grown under the Barnett Government’s own trials 
has entered the food chain. 

That is a very reasonable assumption to make. It is a very reasonable request from Paul Papalia. He continues — 
“Any food containing GM products sold in WA should be labelled as such so that consumers are given 
the information they need to make their own decisions. 
“It is not a defence for the Barnett Government to claim labelling is a Federal Government 
responsibility. 

That is no defence at all, and it holds true today. In WA, we do things our own way; we always have, we always 
should and we always will. The press release states — 

“Mr Barnett is a frequent, vocal critic of the Federal Government over all manner of issues but he is 
completely silent on the issue of labelling GM products sold in WA. 

I am quite sure that those issues include the GST distribution. The Premier has been a very vocal critic about the 
GST distribution, as have many members of this house, yet when it comes to overseeing the important matter of 
genetically modified crops, it is a different issue altogether and the government is quite happy to cede 
responsibility for that and leave the federal government to do a great job—there is nothing to see here! The press 
release continues — 

“Mr Barnett should demand Federal agencies toughen up food labelling regulations to ensure 
Western Australians are given the information they need to make informed decisions about what they 
feed their families. 

It is a fair and reasonable request that the Premier do that. Similarly, in September 2012, Paul Papalia put out 
a press release in the same vein, titled “Barnett Government faces serious questions on GM wheat trial”. This 
will interest Hon Jim Chown. I just saw his eyes open a bit. He gets very excited when we talk about genetically 
modified wheat—he always has. The press release states — 

Reports that genetically modified (GM) wheat could cause liver failure should force the 
Barnett Government to halt its GM wheat trial program, Shadow Agriculture Paul Papalia said today. 

If I might, members, I will touch on and expand on that slightly. There must be a reason why there is no 
commercial production of genetically modified wheat anywhere in the world. I am really curious to know why 
that is. It may be, given the shadow Ministers for Agriculture and Food, Mick Murray and Paul Papalia, have 
been on the money with many of their statements on genetically modified crops, that there is some substance in 
this press release, which continues — 

Mr Papalia said in 2010 the Barnett Government announced a trial of GM wheat to be conducted on 
properties in Merredin. 
“The Barnett Government must immediately cancel its GM wheat trial,” he said. 
“It has provided no information on control or safety measures that are in place to prevent GM wheat 
entering the Western Australian food chain. 

Had the government of the day proceeded with the trial and announced publicly the exact terms and conditions, 
stipulations and guidelines of that trial—what was required and what would happen—I think the community 
would have had some level of comfort, if not agreement, that an independent organisation would oversee the 
work. Mr Papalia continues — 

“This report by an eminent scientist concluded GM wheat should not be grown in open-air trials until 
potential health implications have been ruled out. 
“Agriculture Minister Terry Redman — 

The poor old Minister for Agriculture and Food — 
failed to say what he has done to identify potential risks to consumer health before conducting the trial. 
Relying completely on Federal agencies which have not conducted health trials is not good enough.” 
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I agree; he is absolutely right. The press release continues — 
Mr Papalia said Mr Redman admitted in May he had no idea if GM canola grown under his own trial 
had entered the WA human food chain via local dairy, meat and poultry products. 
“Mr Redman couldn’t even control what happened to the GM canola harvested under his own trial,” … 
“If the Barnett Government can allow GM canola to enter local food supplies, Western Australians will 
have little confidence it can prevent the same thing happening to its GM wheat trials. 
“The GM wheat trial must be abandoned immediately.” 

I will talk about that work a little later. I have touched briefly on the WA Nationals’ flip-flop position on 
genetically modified foods. The Nationals have certainly been all over the shop on this issue, and, certainly, on 
other issues as well. I have an article here that I found, read and kept because I thought it would be worthy to 
repeat at a time such as this. I am sure that members opposite can identify the person pictured in the photograph 
in this article. For the benefit of Hansard, it is the member for Kalgoorlie, Wendy Duncan. On 6 June 2008, 
when this article was published, Wendy Duncan was state president of the WA National Party. I assume that 
state president is the highest office in the WA National Party. 
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order, members! The volume of private conversations has got too high again. 
I suggest that those members who need to participate in private conversations take those conversations outside 
the chamber. 
Hon DARREN WEST: The headline reads “Wait until we know it’s safe: MP. Support for GM halt called”. 
The article states — 

NATIONALS State President Wendy Duncan has supported Premier Alan Carpenter’s calls for an 
immediate halt to the approval of all GM foods in Australia until independent scientific trials have been 
completed. 

Ms Duncan said it was Nationals’ policy to support the lifting of the moratorium on non-food products 
but the party did not support commercial production of GM foods in Western Australia. 

Essentially, that perfectly aligned the Nationals with Labor’s position then, which is still Labor’s position on this 
matter. I quote — 

“As far as GM food is concerned we believe caution is the best way to go at this time,” she said. 

Agriculture and Food Minister Kim Chance said FSANZ was already approving GM crops that were 
never intended for human consumption, such as GM corn, which was bred for use in making ethanol, as 
safe for people to eat without having done independent tests. 

So, there was concern about the testing regime for genetically modified foods in 2008, before the state 
government blindly ran off into the dark and embarked on this genetically modified crusade and experiment. The 
article continues with the minister quoted as saying — 

“There is also published evidence which highlights health concerns about GM foods, including 
allergies, damage to vital organs and links to cancer,” he said. 

“Consumers are right to be suspicious about claims from GM companies that the foods are safe to eat.” 

The article does not state that the foods are unsafe; it just states that consumers have a right to be suspicious 
about those claims. I think consumers have a right to make their own assessment of the foods they eat. The 
article concludes — 

Ms Duncan said it is up to the other states what they do about GM crops however Western Australia 
should wait until there is independent information about the performance of GM canola in Australian 
growing conditions. 

“We are geographically isolated and in a perfect position to remain GM free in our food crops until we 
know for sure they are safe,” she said. 

This was written in June 2008 of the highest office holder in the National Party, state president Wendy Duncan, 
who has gone on to be a fine member of this chamber and of the Legislative Assembly. She has represented the 
Agricultural, and Mining and Pastoral Region of Kalgoorlie and had a long parliamentary career. At that stage, 
she was the state president of the WA National Party, and it was National Party policy at the time. I want to 
know why, only six months later, the National Party completely backflipped 180 degrees on this important 
policy matter. I want to know what information National Party members received that caused them to come into 
Parliament and allow the introduction of genetically modified crops by their minister, Terry Redman, who is 
now the Leader of the WA National Party. Unlike Wendy Duncan, the member for Kalgoorlie, he even entered 
cabinet. From the outside, I always find it quite strange that Wendy Duncan has been overlooked for positions in 
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cabinet. She certainly has more talent and more ability than many cabinet members. I have always wondered 
why that happened. Anyway, that is a matter for the WA National Party. I am more interested in what 
information and what circumstances changed the National Party’s position. It could not have changed more 
emphatically. 

The National Party’s position is written in The Geraldton Guardian on 6 June 2008 before the 2008 state 
election. The party’s policy position was very clear for all to see for people who may have based their voting 
intentions on it; the WA National Party was against the introduction of genetically modified crops in 
Western Australia. That could not be made clearer, in my view. However, six months later, the lid was off the 
bottle and the genie was out. Can the National Party explain it to the house? I will be very interested when 
National Party members get up and make their contributions because I am sure they will; after all, this is an 
agricultural issue and agricultural areas were always the National Party’s heartland. I look forward to learning 
about those regions when I finish my remarks when members of the National Party get up to speak. I have made 
some copies of that article—I have them here with me somewhere—that I would be quite happy to share with 
National Party members so they can read for themselves the comments that were made in 2006. They can point 
out to us why the National Party so radically changed its position on GM crops. In some of these issues, 
members have to show leadership, they have to think broadly, and they have to think a little about their position 
and not be totally populist all the time when it matters. Being in government is a very important role in 
Western Australia. The way that the National Party has flip-flopped around all over this issue, it is little wonder 
that its members are saying is too difficult for them and they do not have the capacity or the ability to make these 
important decisions. They want to cede that right to a bureaucrat in Canberra. I look forward to hearing why that 
might be the case. 

A couple of months after that, in August 2008, the Pastoralists and Graziers Association of WA went to town on 
the National Party’s position in an article. The article reads — 

The Pastoralists and Graziers Association says graingrowers in Western Australia should be asking if 
the National Party is tapping into Greenpeace sponsorship … 

The Pastoralists and Graziers Association was clearly opposed to the National Party’s position so I take from that 
inference that it was in favour of genetically modified crops from the start. I think that is a fair position. Most 
members of the Liberal Party perhaps agree with the PGA; there are very strong links between the PGA and the 
Liberal Party. It seems that the Liberal Party in Western Australia had a consistent position going back at least to 
2008 and possibly even earlier. The Liberal Party and the PGA have had consistent positions, but the 
National Party has flip-flopped all over Parliament’s floor and all over the electorate on genetically modified 
crops. The PGA article continues — 

… following statements by State president Wendy Duncan this week that the Party supports the 
Labor Government’s ban on GM crops. 

That tells me that even as late as 11 August 2008, or sometime during that week, the National Party still 
maintained its position. It went from June to August without a change of position, yet only about a month later, 
by the time the government changed in September, there was a change in policy. I want to know what happened 
in that month of August to make the WA National Party completely flip-flop on its position on genetically 
modified crops. The article continues — 

PGA Western Graingrowers chairman Leon Bradley said the anti-GM policy decision by the Nationals 
was either the product of deals for sponsorship or political reward, but certainly not in the interests of 
progressing agriculture in WA. 

I very rarely agree with Leon Bradley, the former Western Graingrowers chairman. I often have a very different 
philosophy from Leon Bradley on many issues—but not all—and this is certainly one of them. I agree with him 
here. What are the reasons for the National Party’s change in position? Was it for sponsorship or donation, as he 
suggests, or was it for political reward as he also suggests? I think they are very valid questions that members of 
the National Party need to answer. The article continues — 

“Only another preferences sellout deal with the Greens could have prompted the Nationals to side with 
the anti-GM lobby against the best interests of farmers in WA,” Mr Bradley said. 

“While Agriculture Minister Kim Chance, Wendy Duncan and the National Party demand more 
information about GM canola that is readily available from our own Department of Agriculture and 
Food, we are losing global markets to our pro-GM Canadian and American competitors.” 

I find that to be an odd statement but it may be the case. It was what that PGA Western Graingrowers chairman 
said at the time. From that time line, we see that the Western Australian National Party was still opposed to the 
introduction of genetically modified crops in Western Australia as late as the week of 11 August 2008. I do not 
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know what the reasons were, but the party sided with the Carpenter Labor government’s position and the 
Minister for Agriculture and Food, Kim Chance. I hold him in the highest regard as being somewhat of a mentor 
to me and someone from whom I sought advice on this issue because he was the agricultural minister who was 
also unconvinced about the need to run blindly into a GM experiment in Western Australia. Why did the 
National Party support Labor’s position and why did it so blatantly change its position to support the 
Liberal Party? I seek an answer for that question and I hope it is addressed and answered by the time this debate 
is finished because I think it is a very important question. What was it? If it was such an important piece of 
information, maybe we should get that information out and convince sections of the community about what 
changed National Party members’ minds because that information may also change the minds of other groups in 
Western Australia. It might also change the minds of the broader community where people remain unconvinced 
and somewhat sceptical and suspicious about the benefits of genetically modified crops. That information also 
might change Labor Party members’ views about genetically modified crops. Clearly, it is a very powerful piece 
of information because the National Party wasted no time in completely abandoning its previous position and 
jumping on the GM bandwagon and I would like to know why that is. Maybe Labor Party members hold a very 
important place in this broader debate because there are Labor Party members who also remain sceptical and 
unconvinced, and have adopted a policy position that the state of Western Australia should not proceed blindly 
down the GM road and give all the important decisions to be made about genetically modified crops to 
bureaucrats across in Canberra. 

That is the crux of this legislation; all the important decisions will be taken out of Western Australia. I do not 
think that anyone who listened to ABC Rural report this morning and ABC Country Hour today would disagree 
with my view on that. No matter what side of the debate people are on, everyone wishes that that debate be held 
and that important information be provided. Then the public can engage in an informed and educated debate 
about why people should change their positions on GM. Perhaps it would be useful for members of the 
National Party to furnish the house with that information and I look forward to hearing from them. Perhaps more 
broadly we can take that information back to the community and share it because, as far as I understand, that 
information has not been shared and it remains somewhat of a secret why the National Party has taken every 
single position that it could possibly take on GM foods, as well as other issues. 

Of course, with the genetically modified crops debate—I am no shrinking violet in this—I thought it was 
important that Labor put its position very early. It was over 12 months ago now that we informed the voting 
public and the agricultural industry. I have seen what the Liberal–National government has done before an 
election, only to completely abandon its plans. We talk a lot about the tier 3 railway lines, a railway line to 
Ellenbrook and all kinds of weird and wonderful promises that have been made by the Liberal–National 
government, but they were never intended to be implemented; they were just pre-election gimmicks to win a few 
votes. I do not want to work like that and I think it is important that Labor is open and accountable with the 
public before an election. It was important to me, as I knew this would be a contentious issue. 
Issues such as genetically modified crops certainly divide society. They can divide political parties. We have 
seen that it has divided the coalition in the past. This is one of the issues that can divide us and sometimes we 
can find ourselves unsure of which side to take, as good arguments can be made on both sides of the debate 
within our own thought processes. They are the really difficult issues in politics. When there are difficult issues 
in politics, political parties need to bring the voting public with them and let everybody know well in advance 
where the land lies, how things might look, what they are thinking and how their policies may look before an 
election and stick to that position after the election, unless it can be demonstrated that the public interest is better 
served by an alternative position. Certainly, that is the way that I wanted to operate on this issue, so when the 
opportunity came to outline Labor’s position on genetically modified crops, I went on the ABC radio program 
Country Hour with Belinda Varischetti—it was the first time I had ever been on Country Hour—to tell the 
public about our position. I thought Belinda Varischetti did a fantastic job of outlining our position. She put it as 
it was intended. I thought she was able to break an award-winning story on the program that day. She outlined 
very clearly and succinctly for all to hear exactly what Labor’s position was on genetically modified crops. We 
were not going to be like the National Party and flop all over the place and take every position that a party can 
take to appease every quarter of the community. We went with the decision that our members put very clearly at 
a state conference. All party members get to have a say at a state conference. We put our position very clearly on 
the record. I think that, deep down, even those members of the public who disagree with our view on genetically 
modified crops—I accept that some people in the community disagree with our stance on genetically modified 
crops—respect the fact that we were prepared to be open and honest with them well before an election. That is 
a novel change in Western Australia, is it not? They have not seen that sort of behaviour for quite a long time. 
They have not seen that behaviour from this government. It would have been way back in the days of 
Geoff Gallop and Alan Carpenter when they would last have seen a public figure state a position and be prepared 
to stick to that position and then lead the community on that position and sometimes cop the criticism that 
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invariably comes when hard decisions are made. I thought it was very important that Labor put its position on 
the record, and I did so. 
I accept that some members of my industry agree with me and have chosen not to grow genetically modified 
crops and never will. In fact, a GM-free farmers organisation has emerged out of the mess that the government 
has made of the introduction of genetically modified crops. I believe that it has several hundred members and 
I have had meetings with some of them. I have also had meetings with the Pastoralists and Graziers Association. 
I do not know what the membership of the PGA is, but certainly from a broadacre farming perspective, there 
probably are not that many farmers anymore; there are a lot fewer farmers than there were. I have certainly had 
meetings with the Western Australian Farmers Federation, which initially seemed to have mixed views. 
However, to be fair, it has recently come out perhaps more in favour of genetically modified crops, although 
I know that elements within the Western Australian Farmers Federation that I have had dealings with are perhaps 
not as convinced as others about the merits of genetically modified crops. 
I stress that it is important that everyone has their say, that everyone holds their view and that everyone’s view is 
respected and regarded as important. There are several advocates in the farming community for genetically 
modified crops and I have had conversations with many of those members. I will run through a few of those 
points of view to add balance to the contribution that I am making. One of those very passionate advocates is 
Aaron Edmonds from Calingiri. I played a lot of footy against “Ace” when he played for Calingiri and I played 
for Goomalling. He was quite a handy footballer. I think I beat him most times I played on him, but perhaps he 
might have a different view! He has a very different view from mine on the GM debate. He is quite a prolific 
letter writer and I respect that. He wrote very recently in the Farm Weekly of 17 March 2016 — 

WHEN the opinions of anti-technology extremists from Victoria — 
He then refers to an article in the Farm Weekly of 3 March 2016 — 

are overpowering the voices of leading edge farmers in WA, it is easy to see why this debate has 
become more complicated than it needs to be. 

I respect Aaron’s view and that he is pro-GM, but he makes a very interesting point. The point is that I think the 
community is drifting further and further away from the GM panacea. He continues — 

What the activists don’t understand is that their scare campaigns are not working on those of us with 
real-world experiences with genetically modified … crops. 

I accept that some people are extreme activists, but I do not accept that all people who take an anti-GM position 
are extreme. There is a whole range of views. There are extreme views at both ends of the debate, there are 
a whole lot of moderate views in the middle and there are a whole lot of people in the centre who probably do 
not care either way and do not publicly exercise their views, but I respect that everyone has a view. He 
continues — 

Growing GM canola in WA makes economic sense because of higher yields, more effective knockdown 
of weeds, improved crop rotation options and market demand. 

I take some of the points that Aaron makes. Yes, weeds can be knocked down more effectively with concurrent 
sprays of Roundup on the crop, but I question how long that can go on and whether it is sustainable. A whole 
regime around glyphosate is required to make sure that that continues. However, he is right in that assessment. 
He also states that there are improved crop rotation options. I will concede that the use of genetically modified 
crops in some circumstances provides improved rotation options for farmers, especially those in high rainfall 
areas who are struggling with weed resistance and need to get crops in earlier, so it certainly is of some value. 
However, I do not think that Aaron is quite right on market demand. I outlined to the house earlier in my 
contribution how the discount for GM crops has certainly widened over the past few years from almost zero to 
$78 and to $55 today. That figure will bounce around a little bit from time to time depending on supply and 
demand on any one day, but I predict that that discount will get to $100 a tonne, which would be about a 
20 per cent discount. That is significant. I am not sure that market demand is driving the increased production of 
GM crops, but I will concede that he makes a level of sense on those other points. His letter continues — 

Having access to GM crops gives farmers more flexibility and freedom in what to grow. 

I, and an increasing amount of others, are voting with our feet by choosing to grow GM crops. 

I will stand corrected on these calculations, but the Pastoralists and Graziers Association has told me that about 
1 000 farmers are growing genetically modified canola. I will take that figure at face value. I do not know the 
exact number; perhaps one day I might ask the Minister for Agriculture and Food a parliamentary question about 
the exact number for this year, because I am sure that some record of that would be kept. I would sincerely hope 
that some record is kept of the number of farmers who are producing GM crops, because it is up to the 
government to have oversight of that. I also got information from Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd. It has on its 
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system 4 900 registered growers or thereabouts in Western Australia. Let us take both figures at face value and 
presume that they are right, although I stand to be corrected on those. That is where I got the information and 
I think it is a reasonable information source. That puts it at about 20 per cent of growers in Western Australia 
growing genetically modified crops. 

Hon Paul Brown: How many of those 4 900 on the CBH database do not grow canola in any given year? 

Hon DARREN WEST: I would have to go back and ask Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd. I asked for the 
number of registered grain growers and that is the information I got. 

Hon Paul Brown: Even the member would recognise that quite a large number of people in any given year do 
not grow canola and have never grown canola. 

Hon DARREN WEST: This year I will be one of those because we have chosen not to grow any canola—
neither conventional nor GM. We have decided not to grow any. I think that is beside the point. Every registered 
grain grower has the option to grow whichever crop they choose. If, as has been stated, there was a 65 per cent 
increase in profits and a 27 per cent increase in yields—if those are facts; I argue that they are not—farmers 
would be mugs not to grow this wonderful GM canola. Even if they are not canola growers, the point is there are 
4 900 registered grain growers who grow grain of some description. There are people who grow conventional 
and GM canola as far north as Binnu and Ajana. I know also that there are farmers who grow GM and 
conventional canola as far south east as Condingup and all points in between. I do not think it is right to say there 
are areas of the state that perhaps do not grow canola particularly well. Further south, the higher rainfall and 
more humid and cooler parts of the state are more suited to genetically modified canola. Large parts of the 
eastern wheatbelt have not had the yields, sadly, over the last few years that they once might have had. The 
$100 up-front cost of seed for genetically modified canola often puts that option beyond their financial capacity, 
so there is less GM canola being grown further east. They may come into Hon Paul Brown’s questioning. There 
may be areas of the state where people find the production of any canola, especially in the lower rainfall areas, 
less economically exciting. There may be areas where growers choose not to grow that grain. There may also be 
properties that are predominantly livestock based that use the old three-year rotation, which we used on our place 
for many years—that is, two years of clover and one year of cereal crop. It provides a very low-cost input 
cropping option. Many livestock are leaving the southern areas and being replaced by crops. From time to time 
on our farm we have a paddock that is a bit weedy. It is a good, heavy paddock. The soil might be a bit too heavy 
for growing lupins. Often we will put that into canola, as we did last year when we put in about 170 hectares of 
canola. 

I do not accept that just because growers do not grow canola and are not registered with CBH to grow canola, 
they cannot or they will not grow canola. If GM canola was so economically exciting to them, they would grow 
it. We are talking about 20 per cent of growers. The point I was making from Aaron’s letter entitled 
“GM debate” is that more and more farmers are voting with their feet by choosing to grow GM crops. It also 
tells me that 80 per cent of farmers are choosing not to grow GM crops. I will concede that of that 80 per cent, 
a large number—probably as much as half of those, which will be 40 per cent of the total number of growers—
would like to think that at some time in the future they would like the opportunity to grow GM crops. That still 
leaves a large chunk of the farming community that is not for the production of GM crops. 

Federal and state elections are coming up. If we could get 40 per cent of people onside during an election 
campaign we would be pretty happy with that result. That is what we found among the farming community. 
Overall, there is probably a slight leaning of support. I have been contacted by many growers, especially some 
really large growers around the Williams area, who support our position in moving the state to being a clean, 
green producer of food other than genetically modified food. They agree with us that that is the way forward. 

In his letter, Aaron went on to say — 

Because of sensible thresholds in the grain supply chain, we are able to grow GM and non-GM crops 
side-by-side on our farm with no issues. 

I certainly hope that is the case. If there were issues, I would be advocating even more fiercely that we suspend 
the GM experiment until those issues can be resolved. I am pleased to hear there are no issues. I accept there is 
a small tolerance allowable, although that is not what I found. CBH does an excellent job in segregating the two 
types of canola to the point where it has a receival point dedicated purely to GM and not for the others. There are 
only about five or six sites in the state that take both crops. 

The letter continues — 

It is great to see that the government has committed to ending the GM moratorium. 

As farmers, we need certainty that the tools we are using today will be available in the future. 
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I started planning for next year’s cropping season last year. 

That is certainly true. I take that point on board. Should there be a change of government and a change in 
position, no-one will get pushed off a cliff. These are longer term decisions and investments. It takes time to 
transition from one cropping system to another. GM farmers can be somewhat reassured in that there will be no 
knee-jerk reaction. No-one will get pushed off a cliff, metaphorically. We start planning. We have plans in place 
already for next year’s cropping program, which is still 11 to 12 months away. We have a rotation system and 
we need to have procedures and plans in place to maintain it. 

Aaron went on to say — 

If we want to be competitive in domestic and international markets, we need access to all the available 
tools to help us farm more profitably and sustainably. 

At the end of the day, I should have the right to choose to grow any approved crop on my own property, 
no matter what farming system I choose. 

That is Aaron’s view and it is a view held by many in the agricultural sector. Many farmers believe that they 
have the right to choose. That makes a pretty good argument, on the surface. I would add that consumers also 
have a right to purchase the foods that they want to buy. 

There are a whole lot of crops that are not grown in Western Australia because there is simply not the demand or 
the market economics required to produce those crops. I take the point on board. I cop criticism from farmers in 
some circles that we are removing a farmer’s right to choose. I come back to the point that the customer is 
always right. Consumers choose the foods that they grow because they determine the price they will pay. 
Farmers work around consumer demand. If there is strong demand, farmers will ensure supply. There is an old 
saying that farmers will find an extra sheep in a hollow log if the price is right! That is a very true old statement. 
It is metaphorical, of course, but it means that if there is strong enough demand for a product, farmers have the 
capacity to produce more of it, and we always do. In this instance I would argue that there is less demand for 
genetically modified food. Should that demand continue to wane, and should that price differential continue to 
increase, I think that the market will speak to the farmers of the world. Yes, they will still have the right to 
produce those genetically modified crops but they will do so at a severe economic disadvantage. I do not think 
that Western Australian farmers can afford any more economic disadvantage. We face an increasingly hostile 
climate with very real climate change. We still have people in federal government, and perhaps even in state 
government, who do not believe in climate change and think it is a lot of hot air. It is a lot of hot air all right—we 
are finding that the weather is warmer and dryer in the spring and autumn than it ever used to be. We have had to 
adapt to that change in climate. 

Hon Rick Mazza: I know many members are not listening to you but I have been listening to you. You 
mentioned food labelling. Are you saying if there is adequate food labelling so that the consumer is aware of 
what they are buying that you would support the right for farmers to grow GM foods? 
Hon DARREN WEST: Hon Rick Mazza, my personal view is that that would be a very good starting point to 
reopen the discussion. Ultimately, Labor policy is determined by Labor members. I also think that would be 
a very good point to open the discussion. I have had discussions along those lines with Daniel Kruithoff from 
Monsanto and with Matthew Cossey from CropLife Australia. I am going to progress those discussions. I am not 
going to answer that question affirmatively or negatively right now but I think that such a discussion does further 
open the debate. At a personal level, I think there could be a useful outcome from those discussions. Should 
consumers have the right to consume the food that they want, whether organic, conventional or genetically 
modified? If that was made very clear to consumers and they went to the market and made that choice and 
bought food on that basis, and they were prepared to pay whatever price, we as farmers could produce the 
required food. What I think we will find is that once — 
Hon Jim Chown: You didn’t really answer Hon Rick Mazza’s question. 
Hon DARREN WEST: I think I have. I think what I said is that members opposite are foolish. If they want to 
change their position, or contemplate changing their position, they need to negotiate and have good reasons for 
that change. 
Debate adjourned, pursuant to standing orders. 
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